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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 228
pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.5in.This historic book may have numerous typos and missing
text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the
publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1914 Excerpt: . . . is a Species and K. Jordan, Novitates
Zoologies;, 3, 3896. SHORTER ARTICLES AND DISCUSSION NABOURSS GRASSHOPPERS, MULTIPLE
ALLELOMORPHISM, LINKAGE AND MISLEADING TERMINOLOGIES IN GENETICS In a review of
Nabourss breeding experiments with grasshoppers, 1 Mr. Dexter makes a distinction between an
interpretation of Nabourss and his own, where I fail to see a difference except in terminology. This is
so typical of much recent Mendelian work that I am tempted to call attention to it. Nabours
describes a cross between a female with characters BI and a male with characters CE and
comments on the production of an individual with characters BEL He says, as quoted, that the
female parent gave at least one gamete containing the factors for the patterns of both her parents
(7 and 7) and that this double character gamete was fertilized by one of the E gametes which came
from the...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is fantastic and great. It really is basic but shocks from the 50 percent from the ebook. Its been written in an remarkably easy way in fact it
is only soon after i finished reading this ebook in which really changed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Jayme Kuhlman-- Jayme Kuhlman

Very helpful for all type of individuals. It is amongst the most incredible ebook i have got study. I am just very easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed publication.
-- Mikayla Romaguera-- Mikayla Romaguera
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